MODEL SLS
LINEAR SLOT DIFFUSERS
ACCESSORIES

ALIGNMENT STRIPS
Join strips are provided on all units over 2400mm (96”) with no extra cost. Providing linear alignment of continuous linear slot diffuser, the join strip slides into the outside & inside channels of the diffuser frame. Typical for all frame types.

FC FIELD CUT
This option allows the linear slot diffuser to be cut to size at the job site. The diffuser is supplied 150mm (6”) longer with the slot spacers set back to allow trimming. Field cut would be specified where a continuous run of diffuser or room layout is required and where there may be a duct length variation.

BO METAL BLANK-OFF
Blank-offs are used to cover inactive sections of the linear slot diffuser. Shipped loose for field cutting and installation

LS LIGHT SHIELD
Light Shield is used to cover non plenum return sections of the linear slot diffuser from light reflection. Shipped loose for field cutting and installation

EC EQUALIZING CORE

MB MOUNTING BRACKET